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COLD MIX

COLD MIX
?
Easily repairs surfaced roads
?
It's labour intensive
?
Easily applicable
?
Reasonably low cost method
?
Training will be provided for users in the mixing
and application of the product
COLD ASPHALT
?
Aggregate and bitumen are used as base
materials to mix SEAPARANKWE COLD ASPHALT
?
Can be stored up to 12 months
?
Produced in 25kg bags
?
Seals permanently
?
It's labour intensive

LABOUR INTENSIVE SURFACING AND ROAD REPAIR
EXPERTS
VISION
To be the leading centralised quality service provider
locally and abroad so to become the largest
employment creator and skills developer emanating
from previously disadvantaged individuals

SEAPARANKWE ASPHALT-MEMBER OF SEAPARANKWE GROUP

HOT MIX

?
Easily compacted. Hand operated compactors
?
Left over product can be stored easily (no

wastage)

No heating. No mixing

Instantly ready for traffic
?
Environmentally friendly product
?
May be applied in all weather conditions
?
Training provided for maximum results

HOT MIX
?
Our hot mix is heated first then mixed to
achieve the high standards that we have set
?
It is supplied in 25kg bags
?
Shelf life of 12 months
?
Patching and pothole repairs
?
Results are comparable to HMA
?
conventional method used during
production and custom built ovens may be
supplied for on-site production
?
The operation of this on-site custom built
ovens is highly labour intensive

ROAD
SURFACING

Conventional And Hand
Operated Chip Spreader

We use highly labour intensive hand operated chip spreader

For upgrading of gravel roads to surfaced roads

New roads can be built by using same method

Existing roads are also easily maintained using the hand-operated

chip spreader

Municipality may use its staff to maintain its roads

We provide training to our clients for maximum results

Low costs compared to conventional equipments which are also
available

It's ideal for use by emerging contractors

SEAPARANKWE ASPHALT-MEMBER OF SEAPARANKWE GROUP

